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Abstract
In this paper we generalize the notion of approximate resolution to uniform spaces. More precisely,
we obtain the category of approximate resolutions and show that it is equivalent to the category of
uniform spaces and uniform maps. Furthermore, we extend the approximative shape theory over
uniform spaces, and also we show that approximate resolutions can be used in the uniform shape
theory. Thus we will be able to use approximate resolutions as a tool to study the category of uniform
spaces and uniform maps. Applications to uniform dimension and equiuniformly continuous maps
are given.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 54C56; 54E15
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Introduction
The original idea of the theory of inverse systems was to study compact metric spaces
by representing them as the limit of inverse sequences. However, many theorems that
hold for compact metric spaces often fail for non-metric spaces or non-compact spaces.
In order to overcome these problems, generalizations of inverse systems and limits have
been considered. Mardešic´ [8] introduced the notion of resolution to study non-compact
spaces, and Mardešic´ and Rubin [10] introduced the notion of approximate inverse system
to study non-metric compact spaces. Mardešic´ and Watanabe [12] then unified those two
notions to introduce the notion of approximate resolution of an arbitrary topological space
in a systematic and categorical way, and many properties of spaces and maps have been
studied by approximate resolutions (see also Watanabe [19–21], Segal and Watanabe [18]).
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In this paper we follow the above idea and generalize the notion of approximate
resolution to uniform spaces. More precisely, we show that every uniform space admits
an approximate resolution and that given any approximate resolutions p :X → X and
q :Y → Y of uniform spaces X and Y every uniform map f :X → Y admits an
approximate resolution f :X→ Y of f . Indeed, we define the category of approximate
resolutions and show that it is equivalent to the category of uniform spaces and uniform
maps. This fact will enable us to use approximate resolutions as a tool to study the category
of uniform spaces and uniform maps. Furthermore, we extend the approximative shape
theory of Watanabe [19] to uniform spaces, and also we show that approximate resolutions
can be used in the uniform shape theory of Miyata [13]. As an application we show that
a uniform space X has a uniform dimension  n if and only if X admits an approximate
resolution with each coordinate space being a uniform polyhedron of dimension  n. We
also give a characterization of equiuniformly continuous maps in terms of approximate
resolutions.
Throughout the paper we follow the notation of Isbell [3] as far as uniform structures
are concerned. For shape theory, the reader is referred to Mardešic´ and Segal’s book [11].
Let U = {Uα} and V = {Vβ} be coverings of a set X. Then U < V means that U is a
refinement of V . Let U ∧V = {Uα ∩Vβ} and U×V = {Uα×Vβ}. If A⊆X, then the star of
A with respect to U is defined as st(A,U)=⋃{Uα : Uα ∩A 
= ∅}. The star-covering st U
of U inX is defined as the covering {st(U,U): U ∈ U} ofX. Let st1U = st U and for n 1,
let stn+1 U = st(stn U). For any covering V of a set Y , two functions f,g of a set X into
Y are said to be V-near, denoted (f, g) < V , if for every x ∈X, f (x), g(x) ∈ Vx for some
Vx ∈ V . For uniform spaces X and Y , let F(X,Y ) denote the sets of all functions of X
into Y . We equip F(X,Y ) with the uniformity of uniform convergence, i.e., the uniformity
consisting of the coverings of the form
U(V)= {Vf : f ∈ F(X,Y )}, V ∈ Cov(Y ),
where Vf = {g ∈ F(X,Y ): (f, g) < V}. Let U(X,Y ) be the uniform subspace of F(X,Y )
consisting of uniform maps.
1. Uniform polyhedra
Let K be a simplicial complex (not necessarily finite-dimensional). For k  1, let Sdk K
denote the kth barycentric subdivision of K , and write SdK for Sd1 K . For n 0, let K(n)
denote the nth skeleton of K . For each v ∈K(0), let st(v,K) denote the star of v in K , i.e.,
st(v,K)= {x ∈K: ϕv(x) > 0},
where (ϕv: v ∈K(0)) are the barycentric coordinates, and let
stK = { st(v,K): v ∈K(0)}.
For n 1, let Un = st(Sdn K). Then st Un+1 < Un, and hence the family {Un: n 1} forms
a basis of uniformity for |K|. The carrier |K| equipped with this uniformity is denoted by
|K|u.
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For any simplicial complex K with barycentric coordinates (ϕv: v ∈ K(0)), define a
metric d on the carrier |K| by
d(x, y)= max
v∈K(0)
∣∣ϕv(x)− ϕv(y)∣∣ for x, y ∈ |K|.
The carrier |K| equipped with the metric uniformity induced by this metric is denoted by
|K|m.
Remark. In the case of a finite-dimensional simplicial complex, the metric d described in
the above can be replaced by the following metric d ′:
d ′(x, y)=
( ∑
v∈K(0)
∣∣ϕv(x)− ϕv(y)∣∣2
)1/2
.
For, d(x, y) d ′(x, y)
√
dimKd(x, y).
Proposition 1.1. Let K be a simplicial complex. The identity map on K induces a
continuous map i : |K|m → |K|u. If for each vertex v of K , every simplex meeting v
has bounded dimension, then i : |K|m → |K|u is a homeomorphism. If dimK <∞, then
i : |K|m→ |K|u is a uniform isomorphism.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious since each star is open in |K|m. The second assertion
follows from the fact that if ∆ is an m-simplex, diam(Sdk ∆)= (m/(m+ 1))k , which goes
to zero uniformly for m-simplices ∆ with m  N for some N <∞. The final assertion
follows from [3, Theorem 6, p. 60]. ✷
Example.
(i) Let V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn, . . .} be a set of vertices, and a simplicial complex ∆∞ =
{〈v0, v1, . . . , vn〉: n  0}. Then the vertex v0 is contained in infinitely many
simplices of arbitrarily large dimension. For any k  0, diam st(v0,Sdk ∆∞) = 1,
so the identity map i : |K|m→ |K|u is not open.
(ii) Let V = {v0,0, v1,0 = v0,0, v1,1 = v2,0, v2,1, v2,2 = v3,0, v3,1, v3,2, v3,3 = v4,0, . . .}
be a set of vertices, and for k  0, let ∆k = 〈vk,0, vk,1, . . . , vk,k〉. Let K be the
simplicial complex consisting of ∆k, k  0. Then the identity map i : |K|m→|K|u
is a homeomorphism, but neither i nor i−1 is a uniform map.
Proposition 1.2. For any simplicial complex K , |K|u is a metric uniform space for some
metric d .
Proof. Let Un = st(Sdn K), n ∈ N. Then {Un} forms a basis for the uniformity on |K|u,
and stUn+1 < Un. For x, y ∈ |K|, we define a function D : |K|u× |K|u→R+ by
D(x,y)=


4 if not {x, y}< U1,
1/2k−2 {x, y}< Uk but not {x, y}< Uj for any j > k,
0 if {x, y}< Ui for all i.
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Then put d(x, y)= inf{D(x,x1)+D(x1, x2)+· · ·+D(xn, y)} where the infimum is taken
over all finite subsets {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ |K|u. Then d forms a metric on |K|, and the metric
uniformity induced by d is equivalent to the uniformity of |K|u. ✷
Proposition 1.3. Let K be a finite-dimensional simplicial complex. Then every simplicial
map f :K→ L induces uniform maps f : |K|u→|L|u and f : |K|m→|L|m.
Example. Let K = ∆∞(= {〈v0, v1, . . . , vn〉: n  0}) and L = {〈w0,w1〉}. Consider the
simplicial map f :K→ L defined by f (v0)=w0 and f (vi)= w1 for i = 1,2, . . . . Then
neither f : |K|u→ |L|u nor f : |K|m→ |L|m is a uniform map.
Proposition 1.4. If f : |K|u → |L|u is a uniform map, then there exist n ∈ N and a
simplicial map g : |Sdn K|u→ |L|u such that (f, g) < stL.
We denote the nerve of a uniform covering U of a uniform space X by N(U).
A canonical uniform map of a uniform space X into the nerve |N(U)|m of a uniform
covering U of X is a uniform map ϕ :X→ |N(U)|m such that ϕ−1(st(U,U))⊆U for each
U ∈ U .
Proposition 1.5.
(i) If K is a simplicial complex and if U = stK , then |N(U)|u and |N(U)|m are
uniformly isomorphic to |K|u and |K|m, respectively.
(ii) For every point-finite uniform covering V of a uniform spaceX, there is a canonical
uniform map ϕ :X→|N(V)|m.
(iii) If ϕ :X→ |N(V)|m is a canonical uniform map and g : |N(V)|m → |N(U)|m is a
connecting map for uniform coverings V < U , then gϕ :X→ |N(U)|m is again a
canonical uniform map.
A uniform homotopy means the semi-uniform homotopy in the sense of [13]. More
precisely, for uniform maps f,g :X→ Y , a uniform homotopy from f to g is a uniform
map h :X∗I → Y such that h( ,0)= f and h( ,1)= g. Here ∗ is the semi-uniform product
in the sense of [3]. Two uniform maps f,g :X→ Y are said to be uniformly homotopic if
there is a uniform homotopy between f and g.
Two functions f,g of a set X into a simplicial complex K are said to be contiguous if
for every x ∈X, f (x) and g(x) belong to the same simplex of K .
Proposition 1.6.
(i) If K is a finite-dimensional simplicial complex, then any two contiguous uniform
maps f and g of a uniform space X into |K|m are uniformly homotopic.
(ii) Any two canonical uniform maps of a uniform space into a finite-dimensional nerve
are contiguous and hence uniformly homotopic.
(iii) Any two connecting maps f,g : |N(V)|m → |N(U)|m into a finite-dimensional
nerve are contiguous and hence uniformly homotopic.
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A uniform space X is said to be an ANRU if whenever X is embedded in a uniform
space Y then there is a uniform retraction of some uniform neighborhood of X in Y onto
X, equivalently, if whenever A is a uniform subspace of a uniform space Y then every
uniform map f :A→X extends over some uniform neighborhood of A in Y .
Proposition 1.7. Every ANRU is complete.
Proposition 1.8. Let K be a simplicial complex.
(i) If dimK <∞, then |K|m (and hence |K|u) is an ANRU.
(ii) |K|m is complete if and if dimK <∞.
Remark. If dimK =∞, then neither |K|u nor |K|m is necessarily an ANRU.
A uniform space X is called a uniform polyhedron if X is uniformly isomorphic to
|K|u (equivalently, |K|m) for some finite-dimensional simplicial complex K . A uniform
space X is said to be an approximate uniform polyhedron if each uniform covering U of
X admits a uniform polyhedron P and uniform maps f :X→ P and g :P →X such that
(gf,1X) < U . [13, Lemma 2.10] implies that
Theorem 1.9. Every finitistic ANRU is an approximate uniform polyhedron.
and
Theorem 1.10. A finitistic ANRU X is dominated in uniform homotopy by a uniform
polyhedron P . Moreover, if &dX  n, then P can be chosen so that dimP  n. Here
&dX denotes the uniform dimension of X (see [3]).
For those reasons, throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume all uniform
spaces are finitistic and all polyhedra are finite-dimensional. Let Unif denote the category
of finitistic uniform spaces and uniform maps, and let UPol and ANRU denote the full
subcategories of Unif whose objects are uniform polyhedra and ANRU’s, respectively.
Also let HUnif denote the category of finitistic uniform spaces and uniform homotopy
classes, and let HUPol and HANRU denote the full subcategories of HUnif whose objects
are uniform spaces which have the uniform homotopy types of a uniform polyhedron and
an ANRU, respectively.
2. Approximate systems
For any uniform space X, Cov(X) denotes the family of uniform coverings of X.
An approximate system X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) consists of a directed preordered set
A= (A,<) with no maximal element, uniform spaces Xa , Ua ∈ Cov(Xa) for a ∈ A, and
uniform maps paa′ :Xa′ →Xa for a < a′ with the following three properties:
(UA1) (paa′pa′a′′ ,paa′′) < Ua for a < a′ < a′′.
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(UA2) For each a ∈A and U ∈ Cov(Xa) there exists a′ > a such that (paa1pa1a2,paa2) <
U for a′ < a1 < a2.
(UA3) For each a ∈ A and U ∈ Cov(Xa) there exists a′ > a such that Ua′′ < p−1aa′′ U for
a′ < a′′.
We say an approximate system X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is commutative provided
paa′pa′a′′ = paa′′ for a < a′ < a′′. Every approximate system X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A)
admits an approximate system X∗ = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A∗) with the following condition
(proved as in [12, 1.6]):
(U) Ua′ <p−1aa′Ua for a < a′.
An approximate uniform map p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) of a
uniform space X to an approximate system consists of uniform maps pa :X→ Xa for
a ∈A with the following property:
(UAS) For each a ∈A and U ∈ Cov(Xa), there exists a′ > a such that (paa′′pa′′ ,pa) <
U for a′′ > a′.
An approximate uniform map p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is
commutative if papaa′ = pa′ for a < a′. An approximate uniform map p = (pa | a ∈
A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is a limit of X provided the following condition is
satisfied:
(UL) For each approximate uniform map q = (qa|a ∈A) :Y →X of a uniform space Y
there exists a unique uniform map g :Y →X such that pag = qa for each a ∈A.
A limit p :X→X of X is unique up to a unique uniform isomorphism, and hence we
write X = limX. A thread of an approximate system X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is a point
x = (xa) ∈∏a∈AXa with the following property:
(UT) For each a ∈ A and U ∈ Cov(Xa) there exists a′ > a such that paa′′(xa′′) ∈
st(xa,U) for a′′ > a′.
Here
∏
a∈AXa denotes the uniform product. The condition (UT) is equivalent to
(UT)∗ For each a ∈A, lim{paa′′(xa′′)|a′′ > a} = xa .
If Xa are compact metric spaces, then our definitions of approximate inverse systems
and limits respectively coincide with those of Mardešic´ and Rubin [10]. Similarly to [12,
1.14] and [12, 1.16], we have the following two results:
Proposition 2.1. Let X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate system. Let X ⊆∏a∈AXa
be the set of threads of X, and let pa :X → Xa be the restriction pa = πa|X of the
projection uniform map πa :
∏
a∈AXa → Xa , a ∈ A. Then p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→ X =
(Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is a limit of X.
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Lemma 2.2. For any approximate system X the canonical limit X⊆∏a∈AXa is closed.
Proposition 2.3. The limit of an approximate system of complete uniform spaces is
complete.
Proof. Use Lemma 2.2 and the facts that the uniform product of complete uniform spaces
is complete, and that each closed subset of a complete uniform space is complete. ✷
Proposition 2.4. The limit of an approximate system of fine uniform spaces is fine.
Proof. Use Lemma 2.2 and the fact that each closed subset of a fine uniform space is
fine. ✷
Lemma 2.5. Let X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate system of uniform spaces, let
X be the canonical limit of X and B ⊆ A a cofinal subset of A. Then the family B of
all uniform coverings of X of the form p−1b (Vb), Vb ∈ Cov(Xb), b ∈ B , is a basis for the
uniformity of X.
Proof. Let U ∈ Cov(X). Then since X ⊆∏a∈AXa , there exist ai ∈A and Vi ∈ Cov(Xai ),
i = 1,2, . . . , n, such that p−1a1 (V1) ∧ p−1a2 (V2) ∧ · · · ∧ p−1an (Vn) < U . It suffices to show
that there exist b ∈ B and Vb ∈ Cov(Xb) such that p−1b (Vb) < p−1a1 (V1)∧ p−1a2 (V2)∧ · · · ∧
p−1an (Vn). Indeed, for each i = 1,2, . . . , n, choose Wi ∈ Cov(Xai ) such that st2Wi < Vi .
Then by (UA2) and (UA3) there exists b > a1, a2, . . . , an such that (paia′pa′a′′ ,paia′′) <
Wi and Ua′′ < p−1aia′′(Wi ) for b < a′ < a′′ and i = 1,2, . . . , n. Then we put Vb ={st(xb,Ub)|x = (xa: a ∈A) ∈X}. We use (UT) and proceed as in the proof of [12, 1.18] to
obtain p−1b (Vb) < p−1a1 (V1)∧ p−1a2 (V2)∧ · · · ∧ p−1an (Vn) as required. ✷
Theorem 2.6. Let X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate system of uniform spaces, let
B ⊆ A be a cofinal subset of A and let Y = (Xb,Ub, qbb′,B) be the induced subsystem
of X. Let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb|b ∈ B) :Y → Y =
(Xb,Ub, qbb′,B) be the canonical limits of X and Y , respectively. Then the projection
f :
∏
a∈AXa →
∏
b∈B Xb defines a uniform isomorphism f |X of X into Y such that
qbf = pb for all b ∈ B . Moreover, this is onto Y if each Xa is complete.
Proof. As in the proof of [12, 1.19], we see that f |X is injective and also surjective if each
Xa is complete. To see that it is a uniform isomorphism, let U ∈ Cov(X). Then there exist
b ∈ B and Vb ∈ Cov(Xb) such that p−1b (Vb) < U . Then q−1b (Vb)|f (X) = f (p−1b (Vb)) <
f (U), showing f (U) ∈ Cov(f (X)). ✷
Theorem 2.7. Let (Xa,paa′,A) be an inverse system of uniform spaces such that each
Xa has a countable base for the uniformity and A is infinite and cofinite. Then there exist
Ua ∈ Cov(Xa) for a ∈A such that X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) forms an approximate system.
Proof. For each a ∈ A, let {Va,n | n = 1,2, . . .} be a countable base for Xa with Va,n >
Va,n+1. For each a ∈ A, put P(a) = {a′ ∈ A|a′ < a}, which is finite, say, P(a) =
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{a1, . . . , an} and let Ua = p−1a1aVa1,n ∧ · · · ∧ p−1anaVan,n. Then since X is commutative, it
suffices to verify property (UA3). Let a ∈ A and U ∈ Cov(Xa). Then there exist n such
that Va,n < U , and a′ > a such that |P(a′)| = m  n. Say P(a′) = {a, a1, . . . , am−1}.
Then Ua′ = p−1aa′Va,m ∧ p−1a1a′Va1,m ∧ · · · ∧ p
−1
am−1a′Vam,m < p
−1
aa′Va,m < p−1aa′Va,n < p−1aa′U .
By the definition of Ua and the commutativity of (Xa,paa′,A), for each a′′ > a′, Ua′′ <
p−1
a′a′′Ua′ <p−1aa′′U as required. ✷
Corollary 2.8. Every inverse system (Xa,paa′,A) of uniform spaces with the metric
uniformities and an infinite cofinite index set A admits Ua ∈ Cov(Xa) for a ∈A such that
X= (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) forms an approximate inverse system.
Corollary 2.9. Every inverse system (Xa,paa′,A) of uniform polyhedra with an infinite
and cofinite index set A admits Ua ∈ Cov(Xa) for a ∈ A such that X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A)
forms an approximate inverse system.
3. Approximate resolutions of uniform spaces
Let P be a collection of uniform spaces. Let p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,
A) be an approximate uniform map. Then consider the following two conditions:
(UR1) For each P ∈ P , V ∈ Cov(P ) and uniform map f :X→ P , there exist a ∈A and
a uniform map g :Xa → P such that (gpa,f ) < V .
(UR2) For each P ∈ P and V ∈ Cov(P ) there exists V ′ ∈ Cov(P ) such that when-
ever a ∈ A and g,g′ :Xa → P are uniform maps with (gpa, g′pa) < V ′,
(gpaa′, g′paa′) < V for some a′ > a.
Similarly to [12, 2.6], (UR1) and (UR2) are respectively equivalent to (UR1)∗ and
(UR2)∗ in the following:
(UR1)∗ For each P ∈ P , V ∈ Cov(P ) and uniform map f :X→ P , there exists a ∈ A
such that for every a′ > a there exists a uniform map g :Xa′ → P such that
(gpa′′ , f ) < V for a′′ > a′.
(UR2)∗ For each P ∈ P and V ∈ Cov(P ) there is V ′ ∈ Cov(P ) such that whenever a ∈A
and g,g′ :Xa → P are uniform maps with (gpa, g′pa) < V ′, there exists a′ > a
with (gpaa′′, g′paa′′) < V for a′′ > a′.
Consider the following properties:
(UB1) For each U ∈ Cov(X), there exists a ∈ A such that p−1a V < U for some V ∈
Cov(Xa).
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(UB2) For each a ∈ A and U ∈ Cov(Xa), there exists a′ > a such that paa′(Xa′) ⊆
st(pa(X),U).
As in [12, 2.9, 2.10], (UB1) and (UB2) are respectively equivalent to (UB1)∗ and
(UB2)∗.
(UB1)∗ For each U ∈ Cov(X), there exists a ∈A such that p−1
a′ Ua′ < U for all a′ > a.
(UB2)∗ For each a ∈A, there exists a′ > a such that paa′′(Xa′′)⊆ st(pa(X),Ua) for all
a′′ > a′.
Lemma 3.1.
(i) (UR1) for P = UPol⇔ (UB1).
(ii) (UR2) for P = UPol⇔ (UB2).
(iii) (UR2) for P = ANRU⇔ (UB2).
(iv) (UR1) for P = ANRU⇒ (UB1).
(v) (UB1)∧ (UB2)⇒ (UR1) for P =ANRU if all coordinate spaces Xa are finitistic.
Proof. (i) (⇒) Let U ∈ Cov(X) and K = N(U). There exists a canonical uniform map
qU :X→|K|u. So q−1U (stK) < U . TakeW ∈ Cov(|K|u) such that stW < stK . By (UR1),
there exist a ∈A and a uniform map g :Xa → |K|u such that (qU , gpa) <W . Then, if we
put V = g−1(W), then we have p−1a V < U as required.
(⇐) We can show this direction as in [12, 2.13], using Proposition 1.3.
(ii) (⇒) We can show this direction as in [12, 2.12], using the uniform version of
Urysohn’s lemma (see Preuß [16, 7.2.7]).
(⇐) Let |K|u be a uniform polyhedron, and let V ∈ Cov(|K|u). Take V ′ ∈ Cov(|K|u)
with st2 V ′ < V . Suppose that g1, g2 :Xa → |K|u are uniform maps such that (g1pa,
g2pa) < V ′. Let W = g−11 V ′ ∧ g−12 V ′ ∈ Cov(Xa). Then(
g1| st(pa(X),W), g2| st(pa(X),W)
)
< st2 V ′ < V .
By (UB2), there exists a′  a such that paa′(X′a)⊆ st(pa(X),W). Thus (g1paa′, g2paa′) <
V as required. (iii), (iv) and (v) are proved in Segal et al. [17]. ✷
An approximate resolution of a uniform space X is an approximate uniform map
p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→ X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) to an approximate system which satisfies
(UR1) and (UR2) for P = ANRU. For any class C of uniform spaces, if all Xa ∈ C ,
the approximate resolution is said to be an approximate C-resolution. An approximate
resolution is said to be commutative if it is a commutative approximate uniform map.
Lemma 3.2. An approximate uniform map p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A)
with all coordinate spaces Xa being finitistic is an approximate resolution of the uniform
space X if and only if it satisfies (UB1) and (UB2).
Lemma 3.3. Let q = (qb | b ∈B) :X→ (Yb, qbb′,B) be a resolution of the uniform space
X, that is, a morphism in Pro-Unif with properties (UR1) and (UR2). Then there exist an
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approximate resolution p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and an increasing
function s :A→B satisfying the following conditions:
(i) A is cofinite, directed and antisymmetric.
(ii) Xa = Ys(a), pa = qs(a) for a ∈A and paa′ = qs(a)s(a′) for a < a′.
(iii) For each b ∈B and V ∈ Cov(Yb) there exists a ∈A such that s(a)= b and Ua = V .
Proof. This is proved by the same argument as in [20, I, 3.7]. ✷
Theorem 3.4. Every uniform spaceX admits a commutative approximate UPol-resolution
with a cofinite index set.
Proof. Let Ω = Cov(X), let B be the set of all finite subsets {β1, . . . , βn} of Ω which
is directed by inclusion, and let Yb be the nerve |N(β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn)|u. For b  b′ =
{β1, . . . , βn, . . . , βm} ∈ B , let qbb′ :Yb′ → Yb be the uniform map induced by a simplicial
map which sends each vertex (V1, . . . , Vn, . . . , Vm) of |N(β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn ∧ · · ·βm)|u to the
vertex (V1, . . . , Vn) of |N(β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn)|u. Then qbb′qb′b′′ = qbb′′ for b  b′  b′′. For
each b ∈ B , let qb :X→ Yb be the canonical uniform map. Then for b  b′, qb = qbb′qb′
from the definition of the canonical uniform map. Now for each b ∈ B , let Bb be the set of
all uniform neighborhoods V of qb(X) in Yb , and let A be the set of all pairs (b,V ), b ∈
B,V ∈ Bb, which is ordered by (b,V ) (b′,V ′) provided b  b′ and qbb′(V ′)⊆ V . For
each a = (b,V ) ∈ A, let Xa = V and let pa :X→ Xa be defined by pa(x) = qb(x) for
x ∈X. For a  a′ = (b′,V ′) ∈ A, let paa′ :Xa′ →Xa be defined by paa′ = qbb′ |V ′. Then
(Xa,paa′,A) forms an inverse system in UPol, and p = (pa |a ∈ A) :X→ (Xa,paa′,A)
forms a morphism in Pro-Unif.
Claim. p has properties (UB1) and (UB2).
Since qb :X→ Yb are canonical uniform maps, for each U ∈ Cov(X), q−1b V < U for
some V ∈ Cov(Xb). So, for each a = (b,V ) ∈ A, p−1a W < U where W = V|V , which
verifies (UB1). Let a = (b,V ) ∈ A, and let U ∈ Cov(Xa). Then there exists a uniform
polyhedral neighborhood U such that pa(X) ⊆ U ⊆ st(pa(X),U). Then a′ = (b,U) ∈ A
and a  a′, and hence paa′(Xa′)=U ⊆ st(pa(X),U), which verifies (UB2).
Thus p = (pa |a ∈ A) :X→ (Xa,paa′,A) is a UPol-resolution of X. By Lemma 3.3,
there is an approximate UPol-resolution p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→ X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A)
with properties (i)–(iii) of the lemma. In particular, by (ii), X is commutative. ✷
If p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→ X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is an approximate uniform map and
X∗ = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A∗) is the approximate system with property (U) (see Section 2), then
the same uniform maps pa :X→Xa define an approximate uniform map p∗ = (pa | a ∈
A∗) :X → X∗ = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A∗). Similarly, if p is an approximate resolution, so is
p∗. If p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is an approximate resolution and if
B ⊆ A is a cofinal subset, then q = (pb | b ∈ B) :X→ Y = (Xb,Ua,pbb′ ,B) is also an
approximate resolution.
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(UB2) implies
Proposition 3.5. If p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is an approximate
resolution such that Xa 
= ∅ for all a ∈A, then X 
= ∅.
Theorem 3.6. If p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is an approximate
resolution of a complete uniform space X, then p is a limit of X.
Proof. Let q = (qa | a ∈A) :Y →X= (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate uniform map.
We need to show there exists a unique uniform map g :Y →X such that pag = qa for all
a ∈A. By an argument similar to [12, 3.1], we have the following:
Claim 1. For each y ∈ Y , the collection C(y) of all subsets of X of the form
p−1a (st(qa(y),U)), where a ∈A and U ∈ Cov(Xa), has the finite intersection property.
Claim 2. For each y ∈ Y and U ∈ Cov(X) there is a member of C(y) contained in some
U ∈ U . More generally, for each U ∈ Cov(X), there exist a ∈ A and V ∈ Cov(Xa) such
that p−1a ({st(qa(y),V): y ∈ Y }) < U .
For, let U ∈ Cov(X) and choose a ∈ A such that p−1a Ua < U (by (UB1)) and V ∈
Cov(Xa) such that st2 V < Ua . Then continue as in [12, 3.1], for each y ∈ Y , we have
U ∈ U such that p−1a (st(qa(y),V))⊆U , as required.
By Claims 1 and 2, C(y) is a Cauchy family on X. Since X is complete,
⋂
C(y)
is a unique point g(y) of X. This defines a function g :Y → X such that g(y) ∈
p−1a (st(qa(y),U)) for all a ∈A and U ∈ Cov(Xa). So pag = qa .
Claim 3. g :Y →X is a uniform map.
Let W ∈ Cov(X). Choose U ∈ Cov(X) such that st U <W . By Claim 2, there exist
a ∈ A and V ∈ Cov(Xa) such that p−1a ({st(qa(y),V): y ∈ Y }) < U . Choose H ∈ Cov(Y )
such that qa(H) < {st(qa(y),V): y ∈ Y }. We claim that g(H) < W . Let H ∈ H and
take y ∈ Y such that qa(H) ⊆ st(qa(y),V). Claim 2 and the choice of U imply g(y) ∈
p−1a (st(qa(y),V)) ⊆ U ⊆ st(g(y),U) ⊆ W for some U ∈ U and W ∈ W . It suffices
to show g(H) ⊆ W . Let y ′ ∈ H . Then pag(y ′) = qa(y ′) ∈ st(qa(y),V). So, g(y ′) ∈
p−1a (st(qa(y),V))⊆W as required.
Finally, the uniqueness of the uniform map g :Y →X is proved as in [12, 3.1]. ✷
Example. The converse of the above theorem is false. The example of [12, 3.2] will do as
a counterexample. Just consider the metric uniformity for each Xn. Then it is easy to see
(UB2) fails.
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There are examples of an approximate uniform map which is an approximate UPol-
resolution but not an approximate Pol-resolution and vice versa. Here Pol is the class of
polyhedra.
Example. For each n ∈ N, let Xn = R× [0,1/n] and X = R× {0}, and let pnm :Xm →
Xn, m> n, and pn :X→Xn be the inclusions. We equip Xn and X with the usual metric
uniformity. Let A= N× Cov(R2), on which we define an order  on A as a = (n,V)
a′ = (n′,V ′) if and only if n  n′ and V ′ < V . For each a = (n,V) ∈ A, put Xa = Xn,
Ua = V|Xa ∈ Cov(Xa), and for a = (n,V)  a′ = (n′,V ′), let paa′ = pnn′ :Xa′ → Xa ,
a  a′, and pa = pn :X→Xa . Then p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) forms
an approximate uniform map. It is easy to check that p satisfies (UB1) and (UB2) so that
p is an approximate UPol-resolution. However, p is not an approximate Pol-resolution as
a topological approximate map since (B2)∗ of [12] is not satisfied.
Example. For each n ∈ N, let Yn = (−n,n) ⊂ R and Y = R both with the usual
metric uniformity. Define qn :Y → Yn by qn(y) = (2n/π) arctany and qnm :Ym → Yn
by qnm(x) = (n/m)y . Then pn and pnm are uniform maps. We define an ordered set
B as N × Cov(R) and Yb, qb, qbb′,Vb similarly to the above example, and form an
approximate uniform map q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) to a commutative
approximate system Y . Then q is an approximate Pol-resolution, but not an approximate
UPol-resolution since (UB1) is not satisfied.
Let C denote the completion functor on Unif. Then we have
Proposition 3.7. If p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) is an approximate
resolution of a uniform space X such that all Xa are complete uniform spaces, C(p) =
(C(pa) | a ∈A) :C(X)→X is an approximate resolution of C(X).
4. Approximate resolutions of uniform maps
LetX = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be approximate systems of uniform
spaces. An approximate uniform map f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X→ Y consists of a function
f :B→A and uniform maps fb :Xf (b)→ Yb , b ∈ B , with the following condition:
(UAM) For any b, b′ ∈B with b < b′, there exists a ∈A, a > f (b), f (b′) such that(
qbb′fb′pf (b′)a′, fbpf (b)a′
)
< stVb for all a′ > a.
An approximate system X is called an approximate resolution provided there exist a
complete uniform space X and an approximate resolution p :X→ X of X. UAp(X,Y )
denotes the set of all approximate uniform maps f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X→ Y . We will
also consider the following additional condition:
(UAMU) For each b ∈B , Uf (b) < f−1b Vb .
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Let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X→ X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y =
(Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be the limits of approximate systems X and Y . Then a uniform map
f :X→ Y is a limit of f provided the following condition is satisfied:
(ULAM) For each b ∈B and V ∈ Cov(Yb) there exists b′ > b such that(
qbb′′fb′′pf (b′′), qbf
)
< V for all b′′ > b′.
An approximate uniform map f is commutative if in (UAM), the property(
qbb′fb′pf (b′)a′, fbpf (b)a′
)
< stVb
is replaced by
qbb′fb′pf (b′)a′ = fbpf (b)a′.
For each n 1, consider also the following property:
(ULAM)n (fbpf (b), qbf ) < stn Vb for each b ∈B .
By the same argument as in [12, 5.5], we have
Lemma 4.1. For each n 1, (ULAM)n⇒ (ULAM)⇒ (ULAM)2 ⇒ (ULAM)n+1.
Theorem 4.2. Let f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X→ Y be an approximate uniform map between
approximate systems, and let p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X= (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb |
b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be the limits. If each Yb is a complete uniform space,
then f admits a limit.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.1 it suffices to show that there is a uniform map f :X→ Y
with (ULAM)2. We will show this, following the argument in [12, 5.8]. For each b0 ∈ B
and for each U ∈ Cov(Yb0) there exists b1 > b0 such that for each x ∈ X there is U ∈ U
with qb0b′fb′pf (b′)(x) ∈ U for b′ > b1 (see step (i) of [12, 5.8]). Then Cb0 = {qb0bfbpf (b) |
b > b0} is a Cauchy net in U(X,Yb). Since Yb is a complete uniform space, so is U(X,Yb)
(see [3, 3.1]). Thus there is a limit gb0 = limCb0 ∈ U(X,Yb). By the same proof as in step
(iii) of [12, 5.8], g = (gb: b ∈ B) :X→ Y satisfies (UAS), so since q :Y → Y is a limit,
there is a unique uniform map f :X→ Y such that qbf = gb for each b ∈B . By the same
proof as in step (iv) of [12, 5.8], we see that f satisfies (ULAM)2. ✷
Let f :X → Y be a uniform map. Then an approximate resolution of f is a triple
(p,q,f ) consisting of approximate resolutions
p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A),
q = (qb | b ∈B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B),
and an approximate uniform map
f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X→ Y
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with property (ULAM). We will also call f an approximate resolution of f with respect to
p and q . A commutative resolution (p,q,f ) consists of commutative resolutions p, q and
a commutative uniform map of systems f :X→ Y such that qbf = fbpf (b) for all b ∈ B .
If X and Y are complete uniform spaces, then p and q are limits, and hence f is a limit
of f . If f,f ′ :X→ Y are the two uniform maps for which (p,q,f ) is an approximate
resolution, then f = f ′ (this is proved as in [12, 5.4]).
Theorem 4.3. Every uniform map f :X→ Y between uniform spaces admits a commu-
tative approximate resolution f :X→ Y with respect to some commutative approximate
UPol-resolutions p :X→X and q :Y → Y .
Proof. We can prove this similarly to [8, Theorem 11], using the construction of an
approximate resolution in Theorem 3.4. ✷
Theorem 4.4. Let X and Y be any uniform spaces, let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X =
(Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate resolution, and let q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y =
(Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be an approximate UPol-resolution over a cofinite index set B . Then
every uniform map f :X→ Y admits an approximate uniform map f :X→ Y such that
(p,q,f ) is an approximate resolution of f .
Proof. We can prove this similarly to [12, 6.3]. ✷
5. Category of approximate resolutions
In this section we define an equivalence relation on the set of all approximate resolutions
so that the equivalence classes form a category that is equivalent to the category CUnif of
complete uniform spaces and uniform maps.
Let f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X → Y and f ′ = (f ′b, f ′ | b ∈ B) :X → Y be approx-
imate uniform maps between approximate systems X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and Y =
(Yb,Va, qbb′,B). Then f and f ′ are said to be contiguous, denoted f =a f ′, provided
for each b ∈ B there exists a > f (b), f ′(b) such that the following condition is satisfied:
(UEM) (fbpf (b)a′, f ′bpf ′(b)a′) < stVb for a′ > a.
f and f ′ are n-equivalent provided there exist f i :X → Y , i = 1,2, . . . , n, such that
f 0 =a f , f n =a f ′, f i =a f i+1, i = 0,1, . . . , n − 1, and f and f ′ are equivalent,
denoted f ∼a f ′, provided they are n-equivalent for some n. Then ∼a is an equivalence
relation on UAp(X,Y ). We denote by [f ]a the equivalence class of f and by UAp[X,Y ]
the set of all equivalence classes [f ]a of approximate uniform maps f = (fb, f | b ∈
B) :X→ Y . The notion of a refinement function of [12] is also defined in our case, and
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the results [12, 7.3–7.5, 7.8] still hold. Using those together with the argument in [12, 7.2,
7.6], we have the following two theorems.
Theorem 5.1. Let f ,f ′ :X → Y be approximate uniform maps between approximate
systems such that f ∼a f ′. If f = limf exists, then limf ′ exists and limf ′ = f .
Theorem 5.2. Let (p,q,f ) and (p,q,f ′) be approximate resolutions of the uniform
map f :X→ Y between uniform spaces X and Y . If B is cofinite, then f and f ′ are
3-equivalent, and hence f ∼a f ′.
Hence the above two theorems together with Theorem 4.2 imply
Theorem 5.3. Let X and Y be complete uniform spaces, let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X →
X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be cofinite
approximate resolutions of X and Y consisting of complete uniform spaces Xa and Yb , and
let f ,g :X→ Y be approximate uniform maps. Then f ∼a g if and only if limf = limg.
Let f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X → Y and g = (gb, g | b ∈ B) :Y → Z be approximate
uniform maps, where p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A), q = (qb | b ∈
B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) and r = (rc | c ∈ C) :Z → Z = (Zc,Wc, rcc′ ,C) are
approximate CUnif-resolutions of complete uniform spaces X, Y , Z, respectively. Let
h = fg :C→ A and hc = gcfg(c) :Xh(c) → Zc for c ∈ C, and form a system of uniform
maps h = {hc,h|c ∈ C} :X→ Z, but it is not an approximate uniform maps, in general.
However, the notion of a shift function of [12] is also defined in our case, and the statements
analogous to [12, 8.1–8.9] hold. Hence we have
Theorem 5.4.
(i) Let C be cofinite. For each f ∈ UAp(X,Y ) and g ∈ UAp(Y ,Z), there exists
g′ ∈UAp(Y ,Z) with (UAMU) such that g′ ∼a g and g′f ∈UAp(X,Z).
(ii) Let C be cofinite. Let f ,f ′ ∈ UAp(X,Y ),g,g′ ∈ UAp(Y ,Z) be such that
gf ,g′f ′ ∈ UAp(X,Z) and f ∼a f ′, g ∼a g′. If g′,g satisfy (UAMU), then
gf ∼a g′f ′.
(iii) Let f ∈ UAp(X,Y ) and g ∈ UAp(Y ,Z) with limits be such that g satisfies
(UAMU) and gf ∈UAp(X,Z). Then limg limf = limgf .
We now define a new category UARes as follows: Objects are all approximate CUnif-
resolutions over cofinite index sets and UARes(X,Y ) = UAp[X,Y ]. The identity on
X is [iX]a where iX = (1Xa ,1A | a ∈ A) :X → X is the family of the identity maps.
The composite of morphisms [f ]a ∈ UARes(X,Y ) and [g]a ∈ UARes(Y ,Z) is defined
as follows: Choose g′ ∈ UARes(Y ,Z) with (UAMU) such that g ∼a g′ and g′f ∈
UAp(X,Z), and define [g]a[f ]a = [g′f ]a . Then this is well-defined. Indeed, if f 1,f 2 ∈
UAp(X,Y ) and g1,g2 ∈UAp(Y ,Z) are such that f 1 ∼a f 2 and g1 ∼a g2, then take any
g′1,g′2 ∈ UAp(Y ,Z) so that g′1f 1,g′2f 2 ∈ UAp(X,Z), g′1 and g′2 satisfy (UAMU), and
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g1 ∼ g′1, g2 ∼ g′2 (by Theorem 5.4(i)). So, g′1f 1 ∼a g′2f 2 (by Theorem 5.4(ii)). Similarly
to [12, 8.12], we can verify the associativity, and hence UARes forms a category.
We denote by UAResP the full subcategory of UARes whose objects are all approximate
UPol-resolutions over cofinite index sets.
Theorem 5.5. The canonical limit defines an equivalence of categories lim : UAResP →
CUnif.
Proof. Let X ∈ Ob UAResP. Then there is a unique complete uniform space X and
an approximate UPol-resolution p :X → X. By Theorem 3.6, X = limX. Let f ∈
UAp(X,Y ). Then by Theorem 4.2 there is a limit f :X→ Y of f , where q :Y → Y is
an approximate UPol-resolution. By Theorem 5.3, if f ∼a f ′, f ,f ′ ∈ UAp(X,Y ), then
limf = limf ′. Thus lim[f ]a ∈ CUnif(X,Y ) is well-defined. By Theorem 5.4, if f ∈
UAp(X,Y ) and g ∈ UAp(Y ,Z), then lim[gf ]a = lim[g]a lim[f ]a , and also lim[iX]a =
1X. This shows that lim : UAResP→CUnif forms a functor. Moreover, Theorems 3.4 and
4.4 show that lim is an equivalence of categories. ✷
6. Category of approximate uniform shape
For each subcategory C of Unif, we define the approximate pro-category APro-C as
follows: Objects are all cofinite approximate inverse systems in C , and the set of morphisms
APro-C(X,Y ) = UAp[X,Y ]. Then if p :X→X and q :Y → Y are approximate UPol-
resolutions of X and Y , respectively, then APro-UPol(X,Y )=UAResP(X,Y ).
For uniform spaces X and Y , we define Eu(X,Y ) as the disjoint union of all sets
APro-UPol(X,Y ), where p :X→ X and q :Y → Y run through all approximate UPol-
resolutions over cofinite index sets. For each [f ]a ∈ UAResP(X,Y ) with approximate
UPol-resolutions p :X→X and q :Y → Y , we write [f ]p,q to indicate the approximate
resolutionsp and q if necessary. For each uniform map f :X→ Y and for any approximate
UPol-resolutions p :X→ X and q :Y → Y of X and Y , respectively, there is a unique
[f ]p,q ∈ UAResP(X,Y ) such that f = lim[f ]p,q , for which we also write [f ]p,q or
[f ]a . We now define a relation ≡a on Eu(X,Y ) as follows: For [f ]p,q ∈ UAResP(X,Y )
and [f ′]p′,q ′ ∈ UAResP(X′,Y ′) where p :X→ X,p′ :X→ X′ are approximate UPol-
resolutions of X and q :Y → Y ,q ′ :Y → Y ′ are approximate UPol-resolutions of Y , we
write [f ]p,q ≡a [f ′]p′,q′ provided [1Y ]q,q′ [f ]p,q = [f ′]p′,q ′ [1X]p,p′ in APro-UPol.
X
[f ]p,q
[1X]p,p′
Y
[1Y ]q,q ′
X′
[f ′]p′,q ′
Y ′
This is an equivalence relation on Eu(X,Y ), and write 〈[f ]p,q〉 for the equiva-
lence class of [f ]p,q . We denote by Eu〈X,Y 〉 the set of all equivalence classes on
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Eu(X,Y ). For 〈[f ]p,q〉 ∈ Eu〈X,Y 〉 and 〈[g]q1,r〉 ∈ Eu〈Y,Z〉, we define the composi-
tion 〈[g]q1,r〉〈[f ]p,q〉 = 〈[g]q1,r [1Y ]q,q1[f ]p,q〉. Then this composition is well-defined.
Indeed, suppose that [f ]p,q ≡a [f ′]p′,q′ and [g]q1,r ≡a [f ′]q ′1,r ′ , where p :X → X,
p′ :X→ X′, q :Y → Y , q ′ :Y → Y ′, q1 :Y → Y 1, q ′1 :Y → Y ′1, r :Z→ Z, r ′ :Z→ Z′
are approximate UPol-resolutions. Then we have the following commutative diagram:
X
[f ]p,q
[1X]p,p′
Y
[1Y ]q,q1
[1Y ]q,q ′
Y 1
[g]q1,r
[1Y ]q1,q ′1
Z
[1Z]r,r ′
X′
[f ′]p′,q ′
Y ′
[1Y ]q′,q ′1 Y ′1
[g′]q′1,r ′
Z′
Proposition 6.1. For any approximate UPol-resolutions p :X→X, p′ :X→X′, q :Y →
Y , q ′ :Y → Y ′, r :Z→ Z, r ′ :Z→ Z′ and s :W →W , we have the following:
(i) 〈[f ]p,q〉〈[1X]p,p〉 = 〈[f ]p,q〉 = 〈[1Y ]q,q〉〈[f ]p,q〉.
(ii) (〈[h]r ′,s〉〈[g]q ′,r 〉)〈[f ]p,q〉 = 〈[h]r ′,s〉(〈[g]q′,r〉〈[f ]p,q〉) for any 〈[f ]p,q〉 ∈
Eu(X,Y ), 〈[g]q′,r〉 ∈Eu(Y,Z), 〈[h]r ′,s〉 ∈Eu(Z,W).
(iii) 〈[f ]p,q〉 = 〈[f ]p′,q ′ 〉 for each uniform map f :X→ Y .
(iv) 〈[g]q,r〉〈[f ]p,q〉 = 〈[g′f ]p,r〉 for some g′ ∈UAp(Y ,Z).
Proposition 6.2. The function Φ(X,Y ) : APro-UPol(X,Y ) → Eu〈X,Y 〉 defined by
Φ(X,Y )([f ]a)= 〈[f ]a〉 is bijective.
We now define the approximate uniform shape category uASh as follows: Objects
are all finitistic uniform spaces, and uASh(X,Y ) = Eu〈X,Y 〉. Note that uASh(X,Y ) is
indeed a set by Proposition 6.2. We also define the approximate uniform shape functor
ASu : Unif→ uASh as follows: For each finitistic uniform space X, ASu(X)=X, and for
each uniform map f :X→ Y , ASu(f )= 〈[f ]p,q〉. If two finitistic uniform space X and Y
are isomorphic in uASh, we write AShu(X)= AShu(Y ).
7. Uniform shape category
Let C be a category. Then the pro-category Pro-C of C is defined as follows: Its objects
are all inverse systems X in C . A morphism from X to Y is an equivalence class [f ]pro of
morphisms of inverse systems f :X→ Y . Here, the equivalence relation ∼pro is defined
as f ∼pro f ′ if and only if for each b ∈B , fbpf (b)a = f ′bpf ′(b)a for some a > f (b), f ′(b),
where f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) and f ′ = (f ′b, f ′ | b ∈ B).
Let (T ,P) be a pair of categories, where P is dense in T . Then, for X ∈ Ob(T ), we
define E(X) as the set of all P-expansions of X. For X,Y ∈ ObT , we define E(X,Y )
as the disjoint union of the sets Pro-P(X,Y ), where p :X → X and q :Y → Y run
through all P-expansions. For each [f ]pro ∈ Pro-P(X,Y ) with P-expansions p :X→
X and q :Y → Y , we write [f ]prop,q to indicate the P-expansions p and q . Then we
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define an equivalence relation ≡pro on E(X,Y ) by [f ]prop,q ≡pro [f ′]prop′,q ′ if and only
if [iY ]proq,q ′ [f ]prop,q = [f ′]prop′,q ′ [iX]prop,p′ in Pro-P , where f :X→ Y and f ′ :X′ → Y ′ are
morphisms of inverse systems, p :X→ X, q :Y → Y , p′ :X→ X′, q ′ :Y → Y ′ are P-
expansions, and iX :X→X′ and iY :Y ′ → Y are the unique natural isomorphisms. Each
equivalence class is denoted by 〈[f ]prop,q〉pro. The abstract shape category Sh for (T ,P)
is defined as follows: Ob Sh = ObT , and Sh(X,Y )= E(X,Y )/≡pro. We can also define
a functor called shape functor S :T → Sh as follows: For each X ∈ ObT , S(X) = X,
and for each morphism f :X → Y in T , S(f ) is the morphism represented by some
[f ]prop,q ∈ Pro-P(X,Y ), where f :X→ Y is a morphism of inverse systems induced by f ,
and p :X→X and q :Y → Y are P-expansions of X and Y , respectively. If T = HTop
the homotopy category of topological spaces and continuous maps, and P = HPol the
full subcategory of HTop whose objects are topological spaces having the homotopy type
of polyhedra, the abstract shape category is called the (topological) shape category and
denoted also by Sh, and the shape functor is also denoted by S. If T = HUnif and
P = HANRU (equivalently, HUPol), the abstract shape category is called the uniform
shape category and denoted by uSh, and the shape functor is denoted by Su. We write
Shu(X)= Shu(Y ) if X and Y are isomorphic in uSh. For more details about uniform shape,
the reader is referred to Miyata [13].
We wish to obtain a functor ASSu from uASh to the uniform shape category uSh. Let
H denote the uniform homotopy functor on Unif.
Lemma 7.1 [13, 2.5]. Let Y be an ANRU. Then there exists U ∈ Cov(Y ) such that any two
U -near uniform maps f,g of a uniform space X into Y are uniformly homotopic.
Lemma 7.2. Let X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate inverse system, and for each
a ∈ A let U ′a ∈ Cov(Xa). Then there exist U ′′a ∈ Cov(Xa) with U ′′a < Ua ∧ U ′a such that
X′ = (Xa,U ′′a ,paa′,A) forms an approximate system.
Proof. This can be proved similarly to [20, 4.4]. ✷
Lemma 7.3. Every finitistic uniform space admits an approximate UPol-resolution
p :X→X= (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) with property (UH):
(UH) Any two st Ua-near uniform maps f,g :Y → Xa of any uniform space Y are
uniformly homotopic.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, there exists an approximate UPol-resolution p = (pa | a ∈
A) :X→ X∗ = (Xa,U ′a,paa′,A′). For each a ∈ A, choose U ′′a ∈ Cov(Xa) such that any
two uniform maps f,g :Y → Xa of a uniform space into Xa are uniformly homotopic.
Then Lemma 7.2 implies that there exists an approximate UPol-resolution p = (pa | a ∈
A) :X→ X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) of X such that Ua < U ′a ∧ U ′′a for each a ∈ A. This is a
desired approximate UPol-resolution of X. ✷
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Lemma 7.4. Let p :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be
approximate UPol-resolutions of a uniform space X with property (UH). The we have
the following:
(i) If f = (fb, f | b ∈ B) :X → Y is an approximate uniform map, then H(f ) =
(H(fb), f | b ∈B) :HX→HY defines a morphism of inverse systems.
(ii) If f ,g :X → Y are approximate uniform maps with f ∼a g, then H(f ) ∼pro
H(g).
(iii) Let [f ]p,q ∈APro-UPol(X,Y ) and [g]p′,q ′ ∈APro-UPol(X′,Y ′) where p :X→
X, p′ :X→X′, q :Y → Y , q ′ :Y → Y ′ are approximate UPol-resolutions. Then if
[f ]p,q ≡a [g]p′,q ′ , then [H(f )]proHp,Hq ≡pro [H(g)]proHp′,Hq ′ .
Proof. (i) is obvious. For (ii) it suffices to show f =a g implies Hf ∼pro Hg. Indeed, for
each b ∈ B , there exists a > f (b), g(b) such that (fbpf (b)a, gbpg(b)a) < stVb . By (UH),
H(fb)H(pf (b)a) = H(gb)H(pg(b)a). Thus Hf ∼pro Hg. For (iii), suppose [f ]p,q ≡a
[g]p′,q′ . Then [iY ]q,q ′ [f ]p,q = [g]p′,q ′ [iX]p,p′ . So, iYf ,giX ∈UAp(X,Y ′) and iYf ∼a
giX . (ii) implies that H(iY )H(f )∼pro H(g)H(iX). So, [H(iY )]proHq,Hq ′ [H(f )]proHp,Hq =
[H(g)]pro
Hp′,Hq ′ [H(iX)]proHp,Hp′ . Thus [H(f )]proHp,Hq ≡pro [H(g)]proHp′,Hq ′ , as required. ✷
Theorem 7.5. Let p :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be an approximate UPol-resolution of
a uniform space X with property (UH). Then the functor H induces an HUPol-expansion
H(p) :X→H(X)= (Xa,H(paa′),A) of X.
Proof. There exists a commutative approximate UPol-resolution p′ :X→X′ of X which
induces an HUPol-expansion H(p′) :X → H(X′) of X. Let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X →
X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) be any approximate UPol-resolution of X with property (UH).
Then there is an approximate resolution [1X]p,p′ of 1X and this is an isomorphism
in Pro-HUPol. Since H(p′) :X → H(X′) is an HUPol-expansion, so is H(p) :X →
H(X). ✷
We wish to define a functor ASSu : uASh → uSh such that the following diagram
commutes:
Unif H
ASu
HUnif
Su
uASh ASSu uSh
For each X ∈Ob uASh, we define ASSu(X) as X. Let F = 〈[f ]p,q〉 ∈ uASh(X,Y ), where
p :X→ X and q :Y → Y are approximate UPol-resolutions of X and Y with property
(UH), respectively. Then by Lemma 7.4 we can define ASSu(F ) as the morphism [H(f )]s
in uSh. The above diagram can easily be shown to be commutative.
Theorem 7.6. AShu(X)= AShu(Y ) implies Shu(X)= Shu(Y ).
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8. Completion, realization and topologizing functors
Let C be any category, and let D be any subset of ObC or a category such that
ObD ⊆ ObC . Then C(D) denotes the full subcategory of C whose objects are those in
D. Let τ :C1 → C2 be any functor, and let D be any subcategory of C1 or any subset of
ObC1, then τ |D denotes the restriction of τ to D.
Recall that C : Unif → CUnif is the completion functor. First, we wish to extend
the completion functor C over uASh. Let X be a uniform space, and let p :X → X
be an approximate UPol-resolution of X with (UH). Then, since X is finitistic, so is
the completion C(X). Proposition 3.7 implies the completion functor C induces an
approximate UPol-resolutionC(p)= (C(pa)|a ∈A) :C(X)→X with (UH), and we have
the following commutative diagram:
X
i
p
C(X)
C(p)
X 1X X
Thus we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. The completion functor C induces functors Cˇ : uASh → uASh(CUnif)
and CuSh : uSh → uSh(CUnif) such that for any finitistic uniform space X, AShu(X) =
AShu(Cˇ(X)) and Shu(X)= Shu(CuSh(X)). Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
Unif C
ASu
CUnif
ASu|CUnif
uASh Cˇ
ASSu
uASh(CUnif)
ASSu|uASh(CUnif)
uSh CuSh uSh(CUnif)
Next, we wish to define a functor Ru : uASh(CUnif)→ CUnif, called the realization
functor, which is an equivalence of categories. Indeed, for each X ∈ Ob uASh(CUnif),
we define Ru(X) as X. Let 〈[f ]p,q〉 ∈ uASh(X,Y ), where X,Y ∈ Ob uASh(CUnif), and
p :X→ X and q :Y → Y are approximate UPol-resolutions of X and Y , respectively.
Then we define Ru(〈[f ]p,q〉) as limf ∈ CUnif(X,Y ). This is well-defined. Indeed, if
f ,g :X → Y are approximate uniform maps with f ∼a g, then limf = limg, and
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if [f ]p,q ≡a [f ]p′,q′ where p′ :X → X′ and q ′ :Y → Y ′ are also approximate UPol-
resolutions of X and Y , respectively, then we have the following commutative diagram:
X
[f ]p,q
[1X]p,p′
Y
[1Y ]q,q ′
X′ [f ′]p′,q ′ Y
′
Then lim[1Y ]q,q ′ [f ]p,q = lim[f ′]p′,q ′ lim[1X]p,p′ , so if f = lim[f ]p,q :X→ Y and f ′ =
lim[f ′]p′,q′ :X→ Y , then
f = lim[1Y ]q,q ′ lim[f ]p,q = lim[f ′]p′,q ′ lim[1X]p,p′ = f ′.
We can easily show the following theorem:
Theorem 8.2. There exists a functor Ru : uASh(CUnif)→CUnif such that
Ru ◦ ASu|CUnif= 1CUnif and ASu ◦Ru = 1uASh(CUnif).
Hence uASh(CUnif) and CUnif are equivalent as categories.
Let CRH denote the category of completely regular Hausdorff spaces and continuous
maps, and let fCCRH denote the full subcategory of CRH whose objects are finitistic
topologically complete spaces. Let Fine denote the category of fine uniform spaces (not
necessarily finitistic) and uniform maps, and let fCFine denote the full subcategory of
Fine whose objects are finitistic complete uniform spaces. There is a functor called
the topologizing functor T : Unif → CRH which assigns to each uniform space X the
completely regular Hausdorff space X with the uniform topology associated with the given
uniformity and to each uniform map f the map f . Also there is a functor called the fine
functor F : CRH→ Fine which assigns to each completely regular Hausdorff space X the
fine uniform space X and which assigns to each map f the uniform map f .
Lemma 8.3. Every fine uniform space X is finitistic if and only if X is finitistic in its
uniform topology.
Theorem 8.4. There exist functors
FA : ASh(fCCRH)→ uASh(fCFine) and TA : uASh(CUnif)→ASh(fCCRH)
such that
TA ◦ FA = 1uASh(fCCRH) and FA ◦ TA|uASh(fCFine)= 1uASh(fCFine).
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Moreover, we have the following commutative diagrams:
fCCRH F |fCCRH
AS|fCCRH
fCFine
ASu|fCFine
ASh(fCCRH) FA
ASS|ASh(fCCRH)
uASh(fCFine)
ASSu|uASh(fCFine)
Sh(fCCRH) FS |Sh(fCCRH) uSh(fCFine)
CUnif T |CUnif
ASu|CUnif
fCCRH
AS|fCCRH
uASh(CUnif) TA
ASSu|uASh(CUnif)
ASh(fCCRH)
ASS|ASh(fCCRH)
uSh(CUnif) TS |uSh(CUnif) Sh(fCCRH)
Here FS : Sh(fCRH)→ uSh and TS : uSh→ Sh are the functors defined in [13, Section 3].
Proof. We define FA as uAS ◦ F ◦ R|ASh(fCCRH), and TA as AS ◦ T ◦ Ru, where
R : ASh(CCRH)→CCRH is the realization functor in Watanabe [20]. ✷
9. Approximate uniform shape of uniform products
The uniform product of any family of uniform spacesXa, a ∈A, is the Cartesian product∏
a∈AXa with the weak uniformity induced by the canonical projections πa :
∏
a∈AXa →
Xa . The uniform product of two uniform spaces X and Y is denoted by X × Y , and
πX :X× Y →X and πY :X× Y → Y denote the projections.
Lemma 9.1. Let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈
B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be approximate UPol-resolutions of X and Y , respectively.
Then p × q = (pa × qb | a ∈ A,b ∈ B) :X × Y → X × Y = (Xa × Yb,Ua × Vb,paa′ ×
qbb′,A × B) is an approximate UPol-resolution of X × Y , where A × B is directed by
(a, b) (a′, b′) if and only if a  a′ and b b′.
Proof. This is proved similarly to the case where p and q are UPol-resolutions (see [13,
Theorem 2.9]). ✷
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Theorem 9.2. The uniform product X × Y together with the induced morphisms
ASu(πX) :X × Y → X and ASu(πY ) :X × Y → Y induces the product in the category
uASh, i.e., for each pair F ∈ uASh(Z,X) and G ∈ uASh(Z,Y ) there exists a unique
H ∈ uASh(Z,X× Y ) such that F = ASu(πX) ◦H and G= ASu(πY ) ◦H .
Proof. Let p = (pa | a ∈A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y =
(Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be approximate UPol-resolutions of X and Y over cofinite index sets,
respectively. Then Lemma 9.1 implies that p × q = (pa × qb | a ∈ A,b ∈ B) :X × Y →
X × Y = (Xa × Yb,Ua × Vb,paa′ × qbb′,A × B) is an approximate UPol-resolution of
X × Y . Let r = (rc | c ∈ C) :Z→ Z = (Zc,Wc, rcc′ ,C) be a commutative approximate
UPol-resolution of Z. Then F and G are represented by some approximate uniform maps
f = (fa, f | a ∈A) :Z→X and g = (gb, g | b ∈ B) :Z→ Y .
(Existence) Since A and B are cofinite, there exists a function h :A × B → C such
that for each (a, b) ∈ A × B , h(a, b) > f (a), g(b),h(a′, b′) for all a′ < a and b′ < b.
Then farf (a)h(a,b) :Zh(a,b) → Xa and gbrg(b)h(a,b) :Zh(a,b) → Yb are uniform maps, so
that there exists a unique uniform map h(a,b) :Zh(a,b)→Xa × Yb such that
farf (a)h(a,b)= πXah(a,b) (1)
and
gbrg(b)h(a,b)= πXbh(a,b). (2)
Consider the system of uniform maps h= (h(a,b), h | (a, b)∈A×B) :Z→X× Y .
Claim. h is is an approximate uniform map.
It suffices to verify the condition (UAM). Let (a, b) (a′, b′). Then by (UAM) for f
and g there exists c ∈A with c h(a, b),h(a′, b′) such that whenever c′  c,(
farf (a)h(a,b)rh(a,b)c′,paa′fa′rf (a′)h(a′,b′)rh(a′,b′)c′
)
< st Ua (3)
and (
gbrg(b)h(a,b)rh(a,b)c′, qbb′gb′rg(b′)h(a′,b′)rh(a′,b′)c′
)
< stVa. (4)
So, (1), (3) and (2), (4), respectively, give(
πXah(a,b)rh(a,b)c′,paa′πX′a h(a′,b′)rh(a′,b′)c′
)
< st Ua,(
πYbh(a,b)rh(a,b)c′, qbb′πY ′bh(a′,b′)rh(a′,b′)c′
)
< st Vb.
Thus, (
h(a,b)rh(a,b)c′, (paa′ × qbb′)h(a′,b′)rh(a′,b′)c′
)
< st Ua × st Vb = st(Ua × Vb)
as required.
By (1) and (2), h :Z→X×Y satisfies f = πXh and g = πYh where πX = (πXa | a ∈
A) :X× Y →X and πY = (πYb | b ∈B) :X× Y → Y are the approximate uniform maps
induced by the projections. Thus H ∈ uASh(Z,X×Y ) which is represented by h satisfies
F = ASu(πX) ◦H and G= ASu(πY ) ◦H .
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(Uniqueness) Suppose that H ′ ∈ uASh(Z,X × Y ) satisfies F = ASu(πX) ◦ H ′ and
G= ASu(πY )◦H ′. LetH ′ be represented by an approximate uniform map h′ = (h′(a,b), h′ |
(a, b)∈A×B) :Z→X× Y . Then
f ∼a πXh′, (5)
g ∼a πYh′. (6)
Claim. h∼a h′.
First, assume f =a πXh′ and g =a πYh′. So, πXh =a πXh′ and πYh =a πYh′. By
(UEM), for each a ∈A and b ∈ B , there exists c > h(a, b),h′(a, b) such that(
πXah(a,b)rh(a,b)c,πXah
′
(a,b)rh′(a,b)c
)
< st Ua
and (
πYbh(a,b)rh(a,b)c,πYbh
′
(a,b)rh′(a,b)c
)
< st Vb.
So (
h(a,b)rh(a,b)c, h
′
(a,b)rh′(a,b)c
)
< st Ua × stVb = st(Ua × Vb)
which shows h=a h′.
Generally, (5) and (6) imply
πXh= kX0 =a kX1 =a · · · =a kXp = πXh′,
πYh= kY0 =a kY1 =a · · · =a kYq = πYh′.
Without loss of generality, we can assume p = q . For each i = 1,2, . . . , p − 1, there
exists an approximate map ki :Z→ X × Y such that πXki = kXi and πYki = kYi . By
the above argument, we have h =a k1, ki =a ki+1 for i = 1,2, . . . , p − 1, and h′ =a kp .
Hence h ∼a h′, as required. This shows the uniqueness and completes the proof of the
theorem. ✷
10. Uniform dimension
For any arbitrary uniform space X and n 0, the uniform dimension &dX  n if each
U ∈ Cov(X) admits a V ∈ Cov(X) such that the order of V is at most n+ 1 and V < U .
We write &dX = n if &dX  n but not &dX n− 1. If X is a fine uniform space, then
&dX = dimX. Here dimX denotes the covering dimension of a topological space X in
the sense of Morita [14].
It is well known that every compact metric space X is the inverse limit of an inverse
sequence of finite polyhedra Pi with dimPi  dimX (see [1]). However, there is a finite-
dimensional compact Hausdorff space which is not the inverse limit of any inverse system
of finite polyhedra Pλ with dimPλ  dimX (see [9,15,19]). Mardešic´ and Rubin [10] then
generalized the result for compact Hausdorff spaces, using approximate inverse limits,
and Watanabe [21] generalized it for arbitrary topological spaces, using approximate
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resolutions. We are thus interested in an analogous result for uniform spaces. Since we
already have approximate resolutions for uniform spaces, we can use an argument similar
to [21] to prove the following theorems:
Theorem 10.1. For any uniform space X, &dX  n if and only if X admits an
approximate UPol-resolution p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) such that
dimXa  n for each a ∈A.
Theorem 10.2. Every uniform space X admits an approximate UPol-resolution p =
(pa | a ∈ A) :X→X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) such that each Xa is a nerve |N(U)|u of some
U ∈ Cov(X) with a finite order.
The following lemmas can be proved by arguments similar to [21, Theorems 5 and 6].
Lemma 10.3. Let X be a uniform space, and let Λ be a set of uniform maps fa :X→
Pa, a ∈A, Pa ∈Ob UPol with the following property:
(P) For each P ∈ Ob UPol and U ∈ Cov(P ), and for any map f :X→ P there exist
a ∈A and a uniform map h :Pa → P such that (hfa, f ) < U .
Then X admits an approximate UPol-resolution
r = (rc | c ∈C) :X→ Z = (Zc,Wc, rcc′ ,C)
such that Zc ∈ {Pa | a ∈A} for each c ∈ C.
Lemma 10.4. Let X be a uniform space. Then the following sets of uniform maps have
property (P):
(i) Kn(X)= {ϕU : U ∈ Cov(X),ord U  n+ 1},
(ii) K(X)= {ϕU : U ∈ Cov(X),ord U <∞},
where ϕU :X→ |N(U)|u is a canonical uniform map of X, and ord U denotes the order
of U .
Proof. The “only if” part of Theorem 10.1 follows from Lemmas 10.3 and 10.4(i), and
Theorem 10.2 follows from Lemmas 10.3 and 10.4(ii). For the “if” part of Theorem 10.1,
let U ∈ Cov(X). Then by (UB1) there exists a ∈A such that p−1a Ua < U . Since dimXa 
n, there exists V ∈ Cov(Xa) such that ordV  n+1 and V < Ua , so p−1a V <p−1a Ua which
implies ord p−1a V  ordV  n+ 1, and hence &dX n, as required. This completes the
proofs of Theorems 10.1 and 10.2. ✷
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11. Approximate resolution of equiuniformly continuous maps
A family {fλ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(X,Y ) is said to be equiuniformly continuous if each
V ∈ Cov(Y ) admits U ∈ Cov(X) such that fλ(U) < V for all λ ∈Λ.
Theorem 11.1. Let X be a uniform space and A a uniform subspace of X, and let Y be
an ANRU. Then every equiuniformly continuous family {fλ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(A,Y ) admits
an equiuniformly continuous family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ U(U,Y ) such that f λ|A= fλ for all
λ ∈Λ for some uniform neighborhood U of A in X.
Proof. Let {fλ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(A,Y ) be an equiuniformly continuous family. Then this
defines a uniform map f :A ∗ Λ→ Y : f ( ,λ) = fλ, where Λ is the discrete uniform
space. Since Y is an ANRU, f extends to a uniform map f :W → Y for some uniform
neighborhoodW of A ∗Λ in X ∗Λ. Then W = st(A ∗Λ,W) for some W ∈ Cov(X ∗Λ).
But there is a uniform covering {Uα × V αβ } which refines W where U = {Uα} ∈ Cov(X)
and for each α, {V αβ } ∈ Cov(Y ). So, ifU = st(A,U), thenU ∗Λ=W . Thus f :U ∗Λ→ Y
defines a desired equiuniformly continuous family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆U(U,Y ). ✷
Theorem 11.2. Let X and Y be uniform spaces, let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X =
(Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be approximate UPol-
resolutions of X and Y , respectively, such that B is a cofinite index set. Then each
equiuniformly continuous family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ U(X,Y ) admits a family of approximate
uniform maps {f λ: λ ∈Λ} :X→ Y such that each (p,q,f λ) is an approximate resolution
of f λ, and the family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} has the following properties:
(i) For each λ ∈Λ, f λ is of the form f λ = (f λb ,π | b ∈ B) :X→ Y , where π :B→A
is a function that is common for all λ ∈Λ.
(ii) For each b ∈ B , the family {f λb : λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(Xπ(b), Yb) is an equiuniformly
continuous family.
Conversely, if {f λ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(X,Y ) admits approximate resolutions (p,q,f λ) so
that {f λ: λ ∈ Λ} satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then {f λ: λ ∈ Λ} is an equiuniformly
continuous family.
Proof. For each b ∈ B , take V ′b ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
stN V ′b < Vb
for a sufficiently large N . Then we define an order <∗ on B by b <∗ b′ if either b = b′ or
b 
= b′, b < b′ and the following conditions hold:
(qb, qbb′′qb′′) < V ′b for b′′ > b′,
(qbb2, qbb1qb1b2) < V ′b for b2 > b1 > b′,
Vb′′ < q−1bb′′V ′b for b′′ > b′.
Then B∗ = (B,<∗) is a directed set, and since B is cofinite, there is a strictly increasing
function s :B→B∗ such that b <∗ s(b), b 
= s(b), for each b ∈ B .
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Let X be embedded in an ARU M . Here an ARU means an absolute uniform retract
in the sense of [2]. Fix b ∈ B . Then since the family {qbf λ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(X,Yb)
is equiuniformly continuous. Theorem 11.1 implies that there exists an equiuniformly
continuous family {hλb : λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ U(V,Yb) for some uniform neighborhood V of X in
M such that hλb |X= qbf λ for each λ ∈Λ. Since {hλb: λ ∈Λ} is equiuniformly continuous,
there is V ∈ Cov(V ) such that
V < (hλb)−1Vb for each λ ∈Λ.
By (UR1) for P = ANRU, there exist t (b) ∈ A and a uniform map kb :Xt(b) → V such
that
(iX, kbpt(b)) < V,
where iX :X ↪→ V is the inclusion. So we have(
qbf
λ,hλbkbpt(b)
)
< Vb for each λ ∈Λ.
Now put f λb = qbs(b)hλs(b)ks(b) :Xts(b) → Yb , and π = ts :B → A. Then f λ = (f λb ,π |
b ∈ B) :X→ Y forms an approximate uniform map which satisfies (ULAM) by the same
argument as in [12, 6.3]. Thus (p,q,f λ) is an approximate resolution of f λ for each
λ ∈Λ. Since {hλb : λ ∈Λ} is equiuniformly continuous, so is {f λb : λ ∈Λ}, as required.
Conversely, let V ∈ Cov(Y ). By (UB1) there exist b ∈B and V ′′ ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
q−1b V ′′ < V . (7)
Take V ′ ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
st4 V ′ < V ′′. (8)
By (UA3) and (UA2) there exists b′ > b such that
Vb′ < q−1bb′V ′, (9)
(qb, qbb′qb) < V ′. (10)
By condition (ii) there exists U ′ ∈ Cov(Xπ(b′)) such that
U ′ < (f λb′)−1Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (11)
By (ULAM)2, which is equivalent to (ULAM) by Lemma 4.1,(
qb′f
λ,f λb′pπ(b′)
)
< st2 Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (12)
Let U = p−1
π(b′)U ′ ∈ Cov(X). Then by (11)
U <p−1
π(b′)
(
f λb′
)−1Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (13)
(13) and (12) imply
U < (f λ)−1q−1
b′ st
3 Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (14)
But (9), (10), (8) and (7) imply
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q−1
b′
(
st3 Vb′
)
< q−1
b′
(
st3 q−1
bb′V ′
)
< q−1
b′ q
−1
bb′
(
st3 V ′)< q−1b ( st4 V ′)< q−1b V ′′ < V
for all λ ∈Λ. (15)
(15) and (14) imply U < (f λ)−1V as required. ✷
Theorem 11.3. Let X and Y be uniform spaces, let p = (pa | a ∈ A) :X → X =
(Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B) be approximate UPol-
resolutions of X and Y , respectively, where B is a cofinite index set. Suppose that
{f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆U(X,Y ) and that for each λ ∈Λ, hλ :X→ Y is an approximate resolution
of f λ with respect to p and q which is of the form (hλb,ϕ | b ∈ B) where ϕ :B→ A is a
function that is common for all λ ∈Λ. Consider the following conditions:
(i) {f λ: λ ∈Λ} is an equiuniformly continuous family.
(ii) For each b ∈ B and V ∈ Cov(Yb) there is b0 > b such that for each b′ > b0 there is
a0 > ϕ(b′) with the property that for any a > a0 there is U ∈ Cov(Xa) such that
U <p−1
ϕ(b′)a(h
λ
b′)
−1q−1
bb′V for all λ ∈Λ.
Then (i)⇒ (ii), and if p is commutative, then (ii)⇒ (i).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let b ∈ B and V ∈ Cov(Yb). Take V ′ ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
st4 V ′ < V . (16)
By (UA3) there is b0 > b such that
Vb′ < q−1bb′V ′ for b′ > b0. (17)
Fix b′ > b0. Let {f λ: λ ∈Λ} be the family of the approximate resolutions f λ = (f λb ,π |
b ∈ B) of f λ as in Theorem 11.2. Then there exists U ′ ∈ Cov(Xπ(b′)) such that
U ′ < (f λb′)−1Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (18)
Since for each λ ∈ Λ, (p,q,f λ) and (p,q,hλ) are approximate resolutions of f λ,
Theorem 5.2 implies that f λ and hλ are 3-equivalent, so using (UEM) three times, we
obtain a0 > π(b′), ϕ(b′) such that(
f λb′pπ(b′)a, h
λ
b′pϕ(b′)a
)
< st3 Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ and a > a0. (19)
Fix a > a0. Let U = p−1π(b′)aU ′ ∈ Cov(Xa). Then (18) implies
U <p−1
π(b′)a
(
f λb′
)−1Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (20)
(20) and (19) imply
U <p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1(
st4 Vb′
)
for all λ ∈Λ. (21)
(21), (17) and (16) imply
U <p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1(
st4 q−1
bb′V ′
)
<p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1(
q−1
bb′ st
4 V ′)<p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1
q−1
bb′V
for all λ ∈Λ.
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(ii) ⇒ (i) Let V ∈ Cov(Y ). By (UB1) there exist b ∈B and V ′′ ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
q−1b V ′′ < V . (22)
Take V ′ ∈ Cov(Yb) such that
st4 V ′ < V ′′. (23)
By (UA3), (UA2) and condition (ii) there exists b′ > b such that
Vb′ < q−1bb′V ′, (24)
(qb, qbb′qb′) < V ′, (25)
U ′ <p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1
q−1
bb′V ′ for all λ ∈Λ (26)
for some a > ϕ(b′) and U ′ ∈ Cov(Xa). Let U = p−1a U ′ ∈ Cov(X). Then since p is
commutative, (26) implies
U <p−1
ϕ(b′)
(
hλb′
)−1
q−1
bb′V ′ for all λ ∈Λ. (27)
By Lemma 4.1, (ULAM) is equivalent to (ULAM)2, and hence(
qb′f
λ,hλb′pϕ(b′)
)
< st2 Vb′ for all λ ∈Λ. (28)
(27), (28) and (24) imply
U < (f λ)−1q−1
b′
(
st3 q−1
bb′V ′
)
for all λ ∈Λ. (29)
But (25) implies
q−1
b′
(
st3 q−1
bb′V ′
)
< q−1
b′ q
−1
bb′
(
st3 V ′)< q−1b (st4 V ′). (30)
(29), (30), (23) and (22) imply
U < (f λ)−1q−1b (st4 V ′)< (f λ)−1q−1b V ′′ < (f λ)−1V for all λ ∈Λ. ✷
Throughout the rest of this section, a space means a completely regular Hausdorff space,
and a map means a continuous map. For spaces X and Y , let C(X,Y ) denote the set of all
maps of X into Y .
A family {fλ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ C(X,Y ) is said to be equicontinuous if each normal open
covering V admits a normal open covering U such that U < f−1λ V for all λ ∈Λ.
Theorem 11.4. Let X be a collectionwise normal space, let A be a closed subset of X,
and let Y be an ANRU. Then every equicontinuous family {fλ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(A,Y ) admits
an equicontinuous family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(U,Y ) for some open neighborhood U of A in
X such that f λ|A= fλ for each λ ∈Λ.
Proof. Since A is normally embedded in X, the fine uniform space A is a uniform
subspace of the fine uniform space X. Then the equicontinuous family {fλ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆
C(A,Y ) defines an equiuniformly continuous family {fλ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ U(A,Y ). Since Y is
an ANRU, by Theorem 11.1, there is an equiuniformly continuous family {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆
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U(U,Y ) such that f λ|X = fλ for each λ ∈Λ for some uniform neighborhood U of A in
X. Then {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(U,Y ) is equicontinuous. ✷
Theorem 11.5. Let X be a finitistic metric space, let Y be a finitistic space, let p = (pa |
a ∈ A) :X → X = (Xa,Ua,paa′,A) and q = (qb | b ∈ B) :Y → Y = (Yb,Va, qbb′,B)
be approximate Pol-resolutions of X and Y , respectively, such that B is a cofinite index
set and all Xa and Yb are finite-dimensional. Then each equicontinuous family {f λ: λ ∈
Λ} ⊆ C(X,Y ) admits a family of approximate maps {f λ: λ ∈Λ} :X→ Y such that each
(p,q,f λ) is an approximate resolution of f λ with the following properties:
(i) For each λ ∈Λ, f λ is of the form f λ = (f λb ,π | b ∈ B) :X→ Y , where π :B→A
is a function that is common for all λ ∈Λ.
(ii) For each b ∈B , {f λb : λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(Xπ(b), Yb) is an equicontinuous family.
Conversely, if {f λ: λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(X,Y ) admits approximate resolutions (p,q,f λ) so that
{f λ: λ ∈Λ} satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then {f λ: λ ∈Λ} is equicontinuous.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 11.2 except for the following: Let X
be embedded as a closed subset in an ANR M . Then {qbf λ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ C(X,Yb), and
the polyhedron Yb is a uniform polyhedron whose topological realization is the given
topology, which implies that Yb is an ANRU. Then the equicontinuous family {qbf λ: λ ∈
Λ} ⊆ C(X,Yb) admits an equicontinuous family {hλb : λ ∈Λ} ⊆ C(V,Yb) for some open
neighborhood V of X in M such that hλb |X = qbf λ for each λ ∈Λ. Then V is an ANR.
We can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 11.2. ✷
Theorem 11.6. Let X,Y,p,q be as in Theorem 11.5, and let {f λ: λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ C(X,Y ).
Suppose that for each λ ∈Λ, hλ :X→ Y is an approximate resolution of f λ of the form
(hλb,ϕ | b ∈ B) where ϕ :B→A is a function that is common for all λ ∈Λ. Consider the
following properties.
(i) {f λ: λ ∈Λ} is an equicontinuous family.
(ii) For each b ∈ B and normal open covering V of Yb there is a0 > ϕ(b′) with the
property that for any a > a0 there is a normal open covering U of Xa such that
U <p−1
ϕ(b′)a
(
hλb′
)−1
q−1
bb′V for all λ ∈Λ.
Then (i)⇒ (ii), and if p is commutative, then (ii)⇒ (i).
Proof. We can show this similarly to Theorem 11.3, using Theorem 11.5. ✷
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